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ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

K. Lagally 

USING TEX AS A TOOL IN THE EDITING OF MULTI-LINGUAL 
SOURCES 

1. Introduction 

The recent availability of relatively inexpensive powerful 
computer systems opens up a host of new possibilities for 
many fields. among them e. g.. research on Oriental lan
guages. Due to industrious collecting activities a wealth of 
written material has been accumulated whose evaluation by 
traditional means might. given the available human re
sources. take decades or even centuries. Much of the neces
sal)· work is of clerical nature. and could well be auto
mated. once the material is in machine-readable form. But 
the nccessal)· software is usually not anilable. or not af
fordable. and will probably have to be developed from 
scratch. preferably in a cooperation between Orientalists 
and computer experts. Also the encoding of the data is a 
manual process that should have to be performed only 

once. and some prior consideration is advisable to avoid 
the necessity of duplication of effort. 

As an example. imagine the building of a catalog for a 
large number of Arabic manuscripts. This could possibly 
be handled by using one of the available bilingual word 
processors. But the data format used will probably be pri
vate and not easily accessible. and since these tools are 
geared towards generating a printed version only. there is 
no easy way to include additional descriptive information 
which could otherwise be used for further evaluations. 

In the sequel we present some recommendations which 
we believe can be helpful. and report on first results of 
their application. 

2. 0 n d a ta en c o d i n g 

We believe there is a basic distinction between data 
and text. the latter viewed as a pattern of ink on paper. or 
some other physical representation. If the text can be un
derstood at all we can derive from the pattern individual 
words that arc connected into sentences and. hopefully. 
convey some meaning. This activity is commonly called 
reading. and extracts stmctural and semantic information 
from the pattern itself. When we encode the text as data to 
be processed and enluatcd further we frequently arc not 
only interested in the pattern itself but also in this addi
tional information now available: the pattern itself may 
even be of little interest depending on the application. if 
some equivalent external representation can be rccon
stmcted. 

Reading and encoding the text is only a first. some
times laborious step. and is often done at a point of time 
where not all further evaluation steps arc known. Thus it is 
advisable to encode the information in a way that can be 
processed by. and transmitted between. various different 
computers and software systems. Our choice is obviously 

influenced by the rapidly evolving state of technology and 
emerging standards. but we may expect future develop
ments not to invalidate current solutions. 

At the time of this writing the main limitation is the 
inability of many electronic mailing systems to reliably 
transfer anything but plain 7-bit ASCII data 11 J. which on 
the other hand can be processed by virtually any computer 
system now available. Thus this code is an obvious starting 
point. and fortunately all more powerful encodings pro
posed since contain it as a genuine subset. with unchanged 
meaning. 

ASCII is primarily intended for encoding English 
texts. but it can equally well be used for transliterating 
other languages by a suitable re-interpretation and. if nec
essary. using more than one code byte for a character of the 
language in question. This can be done in a multitude of 
ways. and standards for switching the character map
ping 121 have already been issued. 

Should the restriction to 7 bits disappear soon we may 
also use the ISO 8859-x family of extensions to 8 bits per 
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character catering individually for the needs of various 
European languages, plus Arabic (3) and Hebrew (4): but 
as these codes overlap we still have to indicate the coding 
used locally within multi-lingual documents, as also in the 
case of an ASCII transliteration. 

Switching to longer code words of 16 or more bits as 
proposed, e. g.. in (5) will not solve all problems. but 
might introduce a considerable overhead. With the excep
tions of Far Eastern languages the alphabets needed are of 

moderate size. and the benefits of not having to indicate 
the encoding will probably not offset an increase in size of 
the data files by a factor of 2, especially since, as we shall 
show, we usually want to add other descriptive information 
anyway. 

We thus advocate to stay. for quite some time from 
now. with a rather primitive encoding, supplemented by a 
sufficient amount of descriptive information. 

3. Sy m b o I i c m a r k u p 

Up to now we were only concerned with the encoding 
of the text proper. Devising a notation for the additional 
structural and semantic knowledge looks hopeless at first 
and seems to require clairvoyance, since the future proces
sing needs cannot even be guessed. But indeed some prog
ress is possible. 

Once we consider the coded text as a linear sequence 
of code symbols, any additional knowledge about it can be 
described by a set of attributes assigned to the individual 
symbols. or to ranges of symbols. We might not yet for 
every attribute know how to process it further. nor even its 
exact meaning; but we certainly know whenever attributes 
are different, and this is all we need now. The main issue 
when encoding the data is to preserve all the information 
then available; exploiting it can come later. 

A sufficiently powerful mechanism that does not re
quire the a priori knowledge of a taxonomy of features. 

consists of some means of denoting ranges of code sym
bols. and a mechanism of associating the name of an at
tribute or a set of attributes to such a range. We need a 
sufficiently rich repertoire of names such that differing at
tributes or sets of attributes can be denoted differently. The 
names are arbitrary. and their interpretation needs only to 
be fixed much later whenever the data will be evaluated. 
and for different evaluations we may well use different in
terpretations as required. We only have to agree on the ba
sic format of the markup to distinguish it from the text 
proper. This basic idea is called .~vmbolic markup. 

Symbolic markup is not a new idea but has been used 
in several contexts for some time. and we shall briefly re
view two of its special applications. In doing so we shall 
skim over many details, simplify grossly. and also deviate 
from the customary terminology. 

3.1. SGML 

The idea of SGML. for "Standard Generalized Markup 
Language" [6). originated within the printing industry 
with the goal to help separate the logical structure of a 
document from the details of its external printed represen
tation. and thus ease the production process. It soon turned 
out that its possible scope is much wider. and one of its 
variants, HTML. has important applications in the dis
tributed Hypertext system called the World-Wide Web (7). 

The basic markup mechanism in SGML works as fol
lows: a range of characters carrying an attribute A is de
limited by a start tag (A) and an end tag (/A). Instead of a 
single attribute A may also denote an attribute class. and in 
this case the start tag also carries an indication of the ac-

TEX (9) is a program written by D. E. Knuth to sup
port high quality computer type-setting of text and mathe
matics. It is in the public domain. and compatible imple
mentations exist for a large range of computing systems. 
TEX will take care of all the visual formatting including 
line-breaking. hyphenation. formatting of formulas. page 
layout etc. The output produced is completely device inde
pendent and may be viewed on a computer screen display 
or also directed to a large range of output devices. provided 
that appropriate device driver programs are available. 

TEX provides a large number of markup commands 
for controlling the typesetting process. and a powerful 
macro extension mechanism that enables the user to intro
duce new markup tags and define their meanings arbitrar-

tual member of the class. and I or additional descriptive 
information. The set of possible tag identifiers is fixed for 
any document type by some formal definition not described 
here. but due to the class mechanism the set of possible at
tributes is virtually unbounded. 

[8) stresses the usability of symbolic markup for cap
turing arbitrary information also outside of the production 
of documents. The main difference to our approach seems 
to be that for a SGML document the complete syntax of the 
markup used must be put down beforehand in a Document 
Type Definition. whereas we propose to postpone this step 
until the actual processing. 

ily. so that symbolic markup is easily possible. TEX can 
also be (mis)used as a portable general purpose data proc
essor. 

Due to the extensibility of TEX a number of macro 
packages have been developed to cater for special applica
tions. among them: 

0 ..A.,11S-TEX (see (JO)). supp~ving an additional set 
of mathematical ,,ymbols; 

0 l;\T EX [ 11 ). providing styles for several common 
document classes and supporting the logical structuring 
into chapters and sections, building a title block, position
ing figures and tables, and managing cross references, in
dex infimnalion, a table <~(contents etc.; 
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0 Ml-T(lX [12]. some multi-lingual extensions for 
European languages; 

0 Babel [13], a package supporting language-specific 
processing for more than 20 languages; 

0 ArabTEX [14-17], catering for right-to-left lan
guages such as Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Pashto, Hebrew 
etc. with full support of diacritics and vowels, ligatures, 
and also the common standard transcriptions*. 

0 A number of further packages, e. g .. for including 
graphics, are described in [18]. 

Most of these packages may be combined to make use 
of all the additional features provided, and further exten
sions may be defined freely. [ 19] strongly advocates using 
symbolic markup in document design. 

3. 3. A hstract Data Bases 

In some respects our approach is related to using a data 
base system but there are some marked differences. In a 
data base system. the information is stored as a collection 
of records consisting of a fixed number of fields; for every 
field the meaning and the format is determined a priori by 
a data base scheme. In contrast to this we advocate having 
an undetermined number of ranges of symbols with some 
attributes assigned to them. and we may introduce new at
tributes at any time. Also we do not require the data to be a 
collection of subunits with basically the same structure, 
even if this may frequently be the case. So we could simu
late a classical data base system easily. but our approach is 
much more general. and could be called an "abstract data 
base". 

Of course. because we leave most the structure and the 
interpretation of the text unspecified. we cannot expect our 
data to be usable directly for any specific evaluation, and to 
process them by any given application program we will 
have to do some preprocessing first. Fortunately. the pre
processing task will be rather well-defined, consisting 
mainly of omitting information presently of no interest. 
and reformatting the remaining data according to the needs 
of the application program. Whenever the format of the in
put data required as well as the relevant structure of our 
abstract data base can be described by a formal grammar, 
we can automatically generate the preprocessing program 
by any of several existing generator systems, e. g., 
Lex [20], YACC [21]. or WRG [22]: and in many cases the 
reformatting task will be fairly trivial so we might rather 
write the preprocessor from scratch. 

4. Re co m m en d at i o n s a n d Gu id e I i n e s 

From the considerations given above we derive the follow
ing recommendations on how to devise a coding scheme 
suitable for capturing a structured text while also preserv
ing the known associated information. 

0 Decide on the basic encoding of the text. 

0 Decide on the method and the format of the 
markup. 

0 Assign markup tags arhitrari~v. and document their 
meaning. Take care to mark up portions of text with differ
ent meanings different~v. 

0 Try to capture all the available structure infim11a
tion about the text. Concentrate on the logical structure 

and do not won:v about the lavout, except if it carries es
sential information. 

0 Do not omit any available information that has no 
apparent use. ft might become important and usejiJI later, 
if it is presen•ed now. 

0 Re~v on the computer to perform clerical tasks ef
ficient~v when given enough information; hut remember 
that it is not intelligent, and that you will have to do the 
thinking. 

0 Do not worry about efficiency of processing. Com
puter.1· can he expected to continue getting faster. 

Some of these recommendations may sound obvious 
and trivial. According to our experience they are not. 

5. A n a p p I i c a t i o n 

We have tested the viability of our approach within an on
going project [23] of compiling a dictionary of Greek loan
words within Arabic. A central requirement is the ability to 
print Arabic, Greek, Syriac or Hebrew, and Latin script. 
and we decided to use and, if required, extend the author's 
ArabTEX system. 

In addition to printing we wanted to automatically 
generate several indices sorted according to the collating 
sequences of the various languages used. and this proved 
feasible. We found that the necessary preprocessing could 
easily be handled by TEX itself plus some existing system 
routines. 

*The ArabTEX package is freely available for scientific and private applications. It can be downloaded from ftp.infoTmatik.uni· 
stuttgart.de in the directory /pub/ambtex/. For other ways of acquiring it, contact the author. 
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5. J. I npu I e ncodi 11g 

As we decided to use TEX for all processing. we will use 
the basic TEX conventions (24). This means the coding 
used will be 7-bit ASCII (25) both for text and for markup. 
Jn TEX a markup command is distinguished by a name 
consisting of Latin letters and preceded by an inverse 
slash. and, if required. followed by parameter strings in
cluded in curly braces; one of them might be the range of 
symbols the markup command applies to. In addition to the 
standard TEX commands we shall define additional sym
bolic commands as required. 

We next take the intrinsic structure of the available in
put data into account. Presently they reside on a large 
number of index cards. each of which carries the informa
tion available about a specific Arabic lemma. There are 
main entries describing words derived from Greek directly 
or via some intermediate steps. and secondary entries that 
describe writing variants and refer to some main entry. 

We represent these data as a possibly unordered se
quence of text blocks in free format. Every text block starts 
with a markup command of the form \alemma {the 
lemma} followed by the descriptive information and 
closed by an empty line (for ease of editing only). The de
scriptive information may contain components in several 
lan!,'llages that arc marked up by \ar {Arabic text}. \gr 
{Greek text}. \sy {Syriac text}. \he {Hebrew text} as re
quired; other lan!,'llages. e. g.. Coptic could be added. Pres
ently we did not distinguish the European languages oc
curring but could easily do so. In addition there are a few 
more symbolic tags like \see for pointers to other entries. 
\uar for denoting variants. \cod for referring to sources. 
and a few more. Note that we distinguish between 
\alemma and \ar as their roles arc different. and in the 
same way we denote e. g.. a Greek lemma and an explana
tion in Greek differently. Greek text is mapped to 7-bit 

ASCII using the encoding proposed by Silvio Levy (26) 
and supported by GREEKTEX. another extension to TEX 
freely available [27). For Arabic. Syriac. and Hebrew we 
use the standard encoding implemented in the Arab TEX 
system; it is a linearised variant of the ZDMG translitera
tion [28. 29) that uses no diacritical marks and can easily 
be handled using a standard computer keyboard. 

The following example is typical; we made liberal use 
of white space to keep the input data which might have to 
be edited. human readable: 

\alemma {qAbUs} 
JA 1886 (1) 460. 
\see \ar {qwA-tUs} (ib.) 

\alemma {qAbIIJ 
\gr {k'aphloc} \from \syr {qpll'} 
ZDMG 1897 (51) 470. 
der Kleinh"andler. Speisewirth: 
\ar {mi-tl insAn -dAhib fI al-sUq 'inda al-qAbII 
yaAsum al-AsiwA'- wa-al.tabl-h} 
"'Wie ein Mensch welcher auf dem Markte bei 

[dem] Speisewirth uorbeigeht und den Duft der ge
kochten und gebratenen Speisen riecht' ". 

\alemma {qAtismA} 
\gr {k'ajisma} pl. \ar {qAtismAt} 
GRAFVERZ. 86 
'"Kathisma in der Psalmeneinleitung'". 
\uar \ar {qA.tsmA} (pl. \ar {qA.ssmAt} ), \ar 

{kAtsmAJ. 

\alemma {qAtsmAt} 
GRAFVERZ. 86 
\see \ar {qAtsmA} (ib.) 

5. 2. p r i 11Ii11 g I he I ex I 

lfwe want to print a listing of the data in dictionary format 
we have to write a small driver program in the TEX macro 
language that will determine the general output format. 
and that will assign to all undefined tags as their meaning 
the required external representation by calling some TEX 
or Arab TEX routines. Then it will read the input data file 

and let TEX process it to do the formatting. As presently 
no Syriac font is available we substituted Hebrew tempo
rarily. 

The resulting output for a sample page is given in the 
appendix. The correspondence with the encoding example 
should be obvious. 

5. 3. Sor Ii II g 

Up to now we have assumed that our input data are sorted 
according to the Arabic lemma. obeying the standard Ara
bic collating sequence. In the long run this will not remain 
so and we shall have to re-sort. Now we exploit the fact 
that any Operating System known to us provides a sorting 
routine that can sort the lines of a text file according to the 
standard ASCII collating sequence. and we transform our 
input file into another one that when sorted mechanically 
will contain the entries in the required sequence. There is 
another TEX macro program that interprets the same data 
in a different way: instead of producing formatted output. it 
will read the data one complete entry at a time. filter out 

the lemma. and compute an alphabetic sorting key from its 
internal Arabic representation that is available within 
ArabTEX. Now we copy the entry to an output file and 
prepend to every line a new tag of the form \key {the 
key}; and this new file can be processed by the standard 
sorting routine. The additional tag will not interfere with 
the printing process if in that context we define its mean
ing as producing no output at all. Thus we can use our 
sorted file as a new version of our input data. and when
ever sufficiently many new data have been added. we re
process the file. compute keys for the new entries. keep the 
already existing ones, and re-sort again. 
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5 . ./. Compiling i ndi ce s 

For compiling an index. say. on the Greek terms, from the 
same data set some more processing is required, but this 
task is simpler. We again process the data one entry at a 
time but only keep those entries that contain a Greek com
ponent (these are the main entries). and build a new output 
file containing for each main entry just the following 
items: a sorting key (again hidden within the argument of 
a tag, but this time computed from the Greek lemma). the 

Greek lemma itself, and the Arabic lemma. This file can be 
printed by an obvious variant of the printing program de
scribed above. 

For indices on other languages we proceed analo
gously, and we can even build a retrograde index by proc
essing the internal representation of the Arabic lemma in 
reverse order. We have already tried this, and it proved to 
be surprisingly easy. 

5. 5. Further processing 

Among the lines given we could rather easily open up the 
way for other evaluations of the same data. We could, e. g., 
search for lemmata in several languages. build concor
dances. collate versions of the same basic text for identify
ing variants. or derive a differently formatted file suitable 
for loading into a sufficiently powerful data base system. 

None of this has yet been done. but we also see no ba
sic difficulties apart from the work to be expended in 

writing the necessary programs. We found TEX. as it is 
geared towards text processing from the outset, especially 
suitable for comparable tasks, but we cannot deny the fact 
that using the TEX macro language for programming is 
far from trivial, and other methods more widely known 
could be substituted. 

5. 6. Discussion 

Our present mechanism, while it proved usable. has some 
apparent drawbacks. One problem is that for any new way 
of processing we have to do some non-trivial program
ming; this, as we believe, is inherent. Using TEX macros 
for programming was locally convenient, as we had some 
experience. but is not mandatory; other techniques could be 
used as well. The fact that the parts in Oriental languages 
are coded in a transliteration helps editing using a very 

simple plain text editor. but is not essential. The encodings 
for the various languages are logically independent of each 
other, and could easily be changed, even automatically, if 
some multi-language editor were available. We may even 
use different encodings for parts in the same language at 
the same time provided we keep them distinguishable by 
different markup tags. 

6. C o n c I u s i o n 

Our experience has shown that encoding quite heterogene
ous data in a way that preserves the available meta
information. enabled us to perform a variety of related but 
quite diverse automated processing tasks on the same ab
stract data base, without any manual re-encoding neces
sary. The programming effort required and the processing 
load invested were not trivial. but we believe that the costs 
incurred were reasonable given the fact that some of the 
tasks had. to our knowledge. never been attempted success
fully before. 

We generally believe in the benefits of cooperation, 
also between fields as diverse as Orientalistics and Com
puter Science; and we expect the cost of computing power 
to continue to decrease rapidly. Our main concern is to re
duce, as far as possible, the amount of labour that cannot 
be delegated to a machine. in order to liberate humans 
from mechanical chores and to enable them to concentrate 
on tasks where they can exploit their specific abilities. 
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- J - Das Specimen 

'1'Y.\; JA 1886 (1) 460. => l..fYl_,.;(ib.) 

~\; x~lJAO<; < (syr. N~'Eli') ZDMG 
1897 (51) 470. der Kleinhandler, 
Speisewirth: ~ ~I.) i:,,WI J!.o 
,\~I ~ J.:.!WI ~ J_,.....JI 

~I_, ,, Wie ein Mensch welcher 

auf dem Markte bei [dem] Speise
wirth vorbeigeht und den Duft der 
gekochten und gebratenen Speisen 
riecht." 

~\; xli9~al"" pl. u \p.31.i GRAF VERZ. 
86 ,,Kathisma in der Psalmeneinlei
tung". var. ~Li (pl. u"'--li), 
~~ 

~~\;GRAF VERZ. 86 => ~li (ib.) 

~~\; xarco~x1]a1:~<; HIPA 2.474.7. => 
.;_,~ ~l.k.... (ib.) cod . .;_,I ! (~I 

~u~l~.;_,~I 

~~ BBH 843 paen., 1049.10 => ~~li 
(ib.) 

JJ y\; xca9o>.~x6<; MAF 129.9 ~~I _,...-' 

rU.._, J!.AJI ~ ..:.J- ~_, 
Jl__,..JI .)~ rL."ill o~ ~ ~~1 

J!fa. -"-! ~- ~ i)l..JI ~.u 
yl..).ui var. J:..l yli , J:..1 yu , 
0Y' ylt ; OC 1979 (63) 79,80 n.22 

var. J:.J _,;I( => J:.J _,;I( , J:.J _,;Li , 
:. I •1.:. . ..r-Y . 

'1' yli AG 2.54.5 => If y.li (ib.) 

~J'\; SUWAIDI 235a.15-b.3 => lfJ.)li 
DIOSK/DIET 1.22.14 - 2.1. Nr. 44. 

'1'J'\; xtlipo.:; DIOSK/DIET 1.22.14-2.1. 
Nr. 44. (Zeder, Cedrus Libani 
A.Rich) ~.rJI _,....-' ,,das ist die 

Zeder". ~JJli SUWAIDI 235a.15 

- b.3 (ib. ); cod. If JJ\., 

JJ yti pl. Ul:.i GRAF VERZ. 86 var. ~,\; FI 1.252.22 => 0Jli (ib.) 

If _,..A.:JW ; MAF. 129.9 => ~ _,Jli 
(ib.) 

~1}$ xca9calp1:a~<; < (syr. C'Cirlp) 
GRAF VERZ. 86 Amtsenthebung, 
Absetzung. => l...f)j GRAF VERZ. 
87 

ftl,.t\; ZAHRAWI 68b.9 => fi.l..~li (ib.) 

fa.."\; xca91]~CllP ZAHRAWI 68b.9 ::::: il"ill 

~ iSJI cod . ..,U.lJl.i ; HINDU 

163.5. ~"ill J .}"--"-! J¥. JJ 
~ e-' ~ ~ J~I ~I l;I 
. r.) ~ ,1 o...\...... ,1 ~l!.ll J:.s 
FRAENKEL, FREMD 261; BBH 
843 paen; 1049.10 var. ~~li 

'1'-''li xlilio.:; ZDMG 1896 (50) 617, ib. 
1897 (51) 300, 325. ,,Eimer". JA 
1886 (1) 431, ib. 1913 (2) 383 ,,pot". 
,,ne signifie guere 'conduit, tuyau' 
que dans le Maghreb" => DOZY 
322-323; lf.Jj (Higaz) ZDMG 1897 
(51) 325. 

~_,,ti FI 1.252.22 => lf'li (ib.) 

~ _,;\; QT 19.2 => l...f J' __,.; (ib.) 

~l)i xcipca~o.:; ART. 235.10 . . . l!l.-JI 

i.r-!l)i -r 15.:JI ~ => y }i 

45 
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